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Abstract-A new coding scheme for multicasting multiple
sources over a general noisy network is presented. The scheme
naturally extends both network coding over noiseless networks
by A hlswede, Cai, Li, and Yeung, and compress-forward coding
for the relay channel by Cover-EI Gamal to general discrete
memoryless and Gaussian networks. The scheme also recovers
as special cases the results on coding for wireless relay networks
and deterministic networks by Avestimehr, Diggavi, and Tse, and
coding for wireless erasure networks by Dana, Gowaikar, Palanki,
Hassibi, and Effros. The key idea is to use block Markov message
repetition coding and simultaneous decoding. Instead of sending
multiple independent messages over several blocks and decoding
them sequentially as in previous relaying schemes, the same mes
sage is sent multiple times using independent codebooks and the
decoder performs joint typicality decoding on the received signals
from all the blocks without explicitly decoding the compression
indices. New results on semideterministic relay networks and
Gaussian networks demonstrate the potential of noisy network
coding as a robust and scalable scheme for communication over
wireless networks.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Consider a discrete memoryless multi-source multicast net
work with N sender-receiver pairs. Sender Xk wishes to send
a message Mk to the set of receivers Y(V), while acting
as a relay for messages from other sources. The information
capacity region of this network is not known in general. In the
seminal paper on network coding [1], Ahlswede, Cai, Li, and
Yeung established the capacity for the single source multicast
case when the network is noiseless, that is, when it can be
represented by a directed graph (N, £) with capacity limited
links. They showed that capacity coincides with the cutset
bound, generalizing the max-flow min-cut theorem [2], [3] to
multiple destinations. Each relay in network coding sends a
function of its incoming signals over each outgoing link in
stead of simply forwarding incoming signals. Dana, Gowaikar,
Palanki, Hassibi, and Effros [4] showed that network coding
is also optimal for noiseless multi-source multicast networks.
Subsequently, Ratnakar and Kramer [5] extended network
coding to characterize the multicast capacity for single-source
deterministic networks with broadcast but no interference
at the receivers. Avestimehr, Diggavi, and Tse [6] further
extended this result to deterministic networks with broadcast
and interference to obtain the capacity lower bound

They showed that this lower bound coincides with the cutset
bound in the special case of linear finite-field networks, where
the channel output is a linear function of input signals over a
finite field.
In addition to signal interactions, randomness in the channel
can be modeled by introducing erasures in the network.
Dana, Gowaikar, Palanki, Hassibi, and Effros [4] considered
erasure networks with broadcast and no interference, where
the input signals are randomly erased. Smith and Vishwanath
[7] considered erasure networks without broadcast, where the
interference is modeled as a linear finite-field sum of incoming
signals that are not erased. In particular, these papers establish
capacity when the destination node has perfect knowledge of
the erasure information of the entire network.
In an earlier and seemingly unrelated line of investi
gation, van der Meulen [8] introduced the relay channel
p(Y2,Y3Ixl,X2) with one source Xl. one destination Y3,
and one relay with sender-receiver pair (X2, Y2). Although
the capacity for this channel is still not known in general,
several nontrivial upper and lower bounds have been developed
over the past 40 years. In their seminal paper on the relay
channel [9], Cover and EI Gamal established the cutset bound
on capacity
C'5:.

max min
p(Xl,X2)

{I(X1, X2; Y3),!(X1; Y2,Y3IX2)} . (2)

This bound in essence generalizes the converse of the max
flow min-cut theorem to a noisy channel. In the same paper,
they proposed two distinct coding schemes. At one extreme,
the relay decodes the intended message from the source and
forwards it to the destination. As Cover and EI Gamal showed,
this simple multi-hop coding scheme can be improved via
coherent cooperation between the source and relay, the use
of more sophisticated decoding at the destination, and partial
decoding of the message at the relay. The resulting decode
forward scheme was shown to be optimal for the classes
of degraded [9] and semi-deterministic [10] relay channels,
and when the relay channel has orthogonal sender compo
nents [11]. The decode-forward coding scheme was extended
to multiple relays by Aref [12] (see also EI Gamal [13],
Xie and Kumar [14], and Kramer, Gastpar, and Gupta [15]),
who established the capacity of the physically degraded relay
network and the deterministic network with broadcast but
no interference. Although the later results by Ratnakar and

Kramer [5], and Avestimehr, Diggavi, and Tse [6] can be
considered as extensions of Aref's result on the deterministic
network, they used generalized network coding schemes to
establish the multicast capacity.
At the other extreme, the relay compresses its noisy observa
tion of the source signal and forwards the compressed descrip
tion to the destination. This compress-forward coding scheme,
again proposed in [9], can be viewed as a generalization of an
analog-to-digital interface for forwarding relay observations.
Due to its simplicity (and in some sense, less intelligence),
the relay operation in the compress-forward coding scheme is
more robust to end-to-end operations at the source and des
tination. Despite its simplicity, compress-forward was shown
to be optimal for classes of deterministic [16] and modulo
sum [17] relay channels.
The Cover-EI Gamal compress-forward lower bound on
capacity has the form
C � maxI(Xl;Y2,Y3IX2),

(3)

where the maximum is over p(Xdp(X2)P(Y2IY2' X2) subject to
� I(Y2;Y21X2,Y3). This lower bound is achieved
via a block Markov coding scheme, whereby in each block
the sender transmits a new message, and the relay compresses
its received signal and sends the bin index of the compression
index to the receiver. The receiver sequentially decodes the
compression index and then uses it to decode the message sent
in the previous block. Kramer, Gastpar, and Gupta extended
this form of the compress-forward lower bound to general
networks to obtain the following lower bound on the single
source multicast capacity [15, Theorem 3 with U = 0]:

I(X2;Y3)

.
dETJ

A

N
N
C>
- maxmmI(Xl;Y2 ,YdIX2 ),

(4)

where the maximum is over I1�=l P(Xk)P(YkIYk,xk)AsatistY
ing I(X(T);YdIX(TC),Xd) � I(Y (T);Y(T)lx:f,Y (TC),
Yd) + LkET I(X:f;YklXk) for all d E 1) and T � [2 : N]
(here TC = [2 : N] \T ).
Around the same time, EI Gamal, Mohseni, and Zahedi [18]
showed that the characterization of the compress-forward
lower bound (3) is equivalent to
C>

max min{I(Xl;Y2,Y3IX2),
(5)
I(Xl' X2;Y3) - I(Y2;Y2IXl,X2,Y3)}.

X2
- P«:'11)P(
Y2 Y2,X2)
P
)

This form of the compress-forward lower bound closely
resembles the cutset bound (2), except that in the first term of
the cutset bound Y2 is replaced by Y2, in the second term we
have a negative compression penalty, and the maximization is
over independent (Xl,X2). Recently, EI Gamal and Kim [19]
proved the achievability of this alternative characterization
directly using the same codebook generation and encoding
steps as in the achievability proof of (3) but with simultaneous
decoding of the compression index and the message.
In this paper, we present a new coding scheme that extends
the alternative characterization (3) to general noisy multi
source multicast networks. When applied to the single-source
multicast network case, our coding scheme gives the lower

bound on capacity
C � maxmin

(6)
dETJ min (I(X(S);Y (SC),YdIX(SC))
l����:2C I(Y (S);Y (S)IX N,Y(SC),Yd)),
_

where the maximum is over I1�=1 p(Xk)P(YkIYk,Xk). Note
that except for the relay channel case, this lower bound is
tighter than the previous bound (4), as demonstrated via a
simple example in Section IV-A. Our lower bound, how
ever, does not uniformly outperform the hybrid compress
forward/decode-forward scheme in [15, Theorem 3], but can
be combined with decode-forward in various ways to yield
similar lower bounds to Theorem 7 in [9] and to Theorem 3
in [15].
Our coding scheme naturally extends and unifies the re
sults on network coding and deterministic networks to noisy
networks. For example, to recover the lower bound (1) for de
terministic networks [6], we can take yN = yN in (6). As we
show, it also recovers results on approximation for Gaussian
networks [6] and coding for wireless erasure networks [4], [7].
While the coding techniques for deterministic networks and
erasure networks can be viewed as bottom-up generalizations
of network coding to more complicated networks, our coding
scheme represents a top-down approach that holds for arbitrary
discrete memoryless and Gaussian networks.
The key idea behind our compress-forward coding scheme
is to use block Markov message repetition coding and si
multaneous decoding. Instead of sending different messages
over multiple blocks and decoding one message at a time as
in previous coding schemes, the source transmits the same
message over multiple blocks using independently generated
codebooks and the destination decodes the message using all
received blocks. To be fair, the idea of transmitting a single
message over multiple blocks was previously used in [1] to
extend their coding scheme from acyclic to cyclic networks via
an unfolding technique, which was later used in [6] to extend
the coding scheme from layered to nonlayered networks. In
comparison, our coding scheme applies to general networks
without the need for unfolding.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we formally set up the problem of multi-source mul
ticast over a general network and state the main result (noisy
network coding inner bound). The proof of the bound using
the new compress-forward scheme is given in Section III. In
Section IV, we specialize Theorem 1 to the class of semide
terministic networks (which includes both deterministic [6]
and erasure [4], [7] networks) and Gaussian networks [6].
Throughout the paper, we follow the notation in [19].
II.

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND MAIN RESULT

An N-node discrete memoryless multi-source multicast net
work (DM-MMN) (Xl x ··· X XN,p(yNlxN),Yl x ··· x YN)
consists of N sender-receiver alphabet pairs (Xk' Yk), k E
[1 : N] := {1,... , N}, and a collection of conditional
pmfs p(Yl,...,YNlxl,...,XN). Each node k E [1 : N]
wishes to send a message Mk to a set of destination nodes,

[1: Nj. Formally, a (2nR1, ... , 2nRN, n ) code for a DM
MMN consists of N message sets [1: 2nR1],... , [1: 2nRNj,
a set of encoders with encoder k E [1 : Nj that assigns an
input symbol Xki to each pair (mk,Yk-1 ) for i E [1: n j, and
a set of decoders with decoder d E 'D that assigns message
estimates (mld,...,m Nd) to each (y'd,md).
We assume that messages Mk, k E [1 : Nj, are each
uniformly distributed over [1 : 2nRk j and are independent
of each other. The probability of error is defined by p�n) =
P{(M1d,...,MNd) -=f. (M1 ,...,MN) for some d E 'D}. A
rate tuple (Rl' ...,RN) is said to be achievable if there exists
a sequence of (2nR1, ... , 2nRN , n ) codes with p�n) ---t 0 as
n ---t 00. The capacity region of the DM-MMN is the closure
of the set of achievable rate tuples.
Theorem 1 (Noisy network coding inner bound):
A rate
tuple (R1 ,...,RN) is achievable for the DM-MMN if there
exists some joint pmf p(q) TI�=1 p(xklq)p(hIYk,Xk,q) such
that

'D <;;;

min (I(X(S);Y (SC),YdIX(SC), Q)
dES
cn'D
I(Y (S);Y(S)IX N,Y(SC),Yd, Q))
for all cutsets S, where R(S) EkEs Rk.

R(S)

<

_

(7)

=

Recall the cutset outer bound on the capacity region [13]:
If the rate tuple (Rl' ...,RN) is achievable, then there exists
some joint pmf p(Xl' ...,XN) such that
(8)

for all cutsets S. In comparison, the inner bound (7) in Theo
rem 1 has the first term with Y replaced by the "compressed"
version Y , the additional negative term that quantifies the
rate requirement to convey the compressed version, and the
maximum over independent X N.
Note that Theorem 1 can be easily specialized to differ
ent source-destination configurations. For example, by taking
Rk = 0 for some nodes k, we can subsume the situation in
which only a subset of source nodes send messages. Also when
each message Mk is communicated to different sets 'Dk of
destination nodes, Theorem 1 continues to hold with multicast
completion 'D = Uf=1 'Dk of destinations nodes.
III.

PROOF OF THEOREM

1 FOR

THE REL AY CH ANNEL

To illustrate the main idea of the coding scheme and
highlight the major differences from the traditional compress
forward coding scheme [9], [15], we prove the achievability
for the relay channel. For the proof for the general DM-MMN,
we refer the reader to [20].
Let Xkj denote (Xk,(j-l)n+l,...,Xk,jn), j E [1 : b j ; thus
x%n = (Xkl,...,Xk,nb) = (Xkl,...,Xkb) = x% . To send a
message m E [1 : 2nbRj, the source node transmits Xlj(m)
for each block j E [1 : b j . In block j, the relay finds a
"compressed" version Y"2j of the relay output Y2j with X2j
as state information, and transmits a codeword X2,j+l(Y"2j)
in the next block. After b block transmissions, the decoder
finds the correct message m E [1: 2nbRj using (Y31 ,...,Y3b)

by joint typical decoding for each of b blocks simultaneously.
Details are as follows.
Codebook generation: Fix p(xI)p(X2)p(Y2IY2' X2). We ran
domly and independently generate a codebook for each block.
For each j E [1: b j, randomly and independently generate
2nbR sequences Xlj(m), m E [1 : 2nbR], each according
to TI�=1 PX1(Xl,(j-l)n+i). Similarly, randomly and indepen
dently generate 2nR2 sequences X2j(lj-I), lj-l E [1: 2nR2],
each according to TI�=1 PX2(X2,(j-l)n+i). For each X2j(lj-l),
randomly and conditionally independently generate 2nR2 se
quences Y"2j(ljllj_I), lj E [1 : 2nR2 ], each according to
TI�=1 PY21X2(Y2,(j-l)n+ilx2,(j-l)n+i(lj-I)). This defines the
codebook Cj = {xlj(m),X2j(lj_I),Y2j(ljllj-l) : m E [1 :
2nbR], lj-l,lj E [1 : 2nR2]} for j E [1 : b j . Encoding and
decoding are explained with help of Table I on the next page.
Encoding: Let m be the message to be sent. The relay, upon
receiving Y2j at the end of block j E [1 : b], finds an index lj
such that (Y"2j(ljllj-l),Y2j,X2j(lj-l)) E T.c\n), where lo = 1
by convention. If there is more than one such index, choose
one of them at random. If there is no such index, choose
an arbitrary index. The codeword pair (xlj(m),X2j(lj_I)) is
transmitted in block j E [1 : bj.
Decoding: Let 10 >
10'. At the end of block
b, the decoder finds a unique index m such that
(xlj(m),Y"2j(ljllj-l),X2j(lj_I),Y3j) E 7;(n) for all j E [1:
bj for some h, l2' ...,lb.
Analysis of the probability of error: Let M denote the
message sent at the source node and Lj denote the indices
chosen by the relay at block j E [1 : bj. Define

£0

:=

£m

:=

U�= d CY2j(ljILj-1 ),X2j(Lj-1 ), Y2j) (j T.c\n) Vlj},

(
((X1 j(m),Y2j(ljllj_I),X2j(lj-l), Y3j) E T.c n),
j E [1: b j for some h, b, ...,lb}.

To bound the probability of error, assume without loss of
generality that M = 1. Then the probability of error is upper
bounded by

P(£)

::; P(£o) + P(£8 n £f) + P(Um#l£m).

By the covering lemma [19], P( £o)
0 as
if
R2 > I(Y2;Y2IX2) + 8(10'), and by the conditional typicality
lemma [19], P(£8 n £n
0 as
---t

---t

n

---t

00,

n ---t 00.

To bound P(Um#l£m) , assume without loss of gener
ality that (L1 ,...,Lb) = (1,... ,1); recall the symmetry
of the codebook construction. Define Aj(m,lj-l,lj) .(
((X1 j(m), Y2j(ljllj-l),X2j(lj-l), Y3j) E 4. n)}. Then
A

P(£m)

=

n�=1 Aj(m,lj-l,lj))
p(n�=IAj(m,lj-l,lj))
b
P(Aj(m,lj-l,lj))
j=1
b
P(Aj(m,lj-l,lj)),
j=2

P(Ulb

::; Llb
Llb IT
::; Llb IT

=

(9)

Block

Xl
Y2
X2
Y3

Xu m)
hl(hI1),h
x22(1)
0

2

3

X12(m)
h2(12Ih),12
X22(h)

X13(m
h3(13Ih),13
x23(12)

o

o

where (9) follows since the codebook is generated in
dependently for each block j and the channel is mem
oryless. Note that if m -I- 1 and lj-i
1, then
I1�=1 PXl ( Xi,(j-i)n+i ) is independent of
�ij( m)
(Y2j (ljllj-i),X2j (lj_t),Y3 j) (given Lj-i = L j = 1).
Hence, by the joint typicality lemma [19],

P (Aj(m,lj-i,lj))
P{( X i j( m), Y2j( ljllj-i), X2j (lj_t),Y3 j)
:::; 2-n(I(Xl;Y2,Y3IX2)-6(e)) =: Tn(I1-6(e)).

=

E

( )
r. n }
(10)

Similarly, if m
-I1 and lj-i
-I1, then
(Xij (m),X2j(lj-t),Y2j (lj Ilj_t)) is independent of
Y3j (given Lj-i = L j = 1). Hence, by the joint typicality
lemma [19],

P(Aj(m,lj-i,lj)) :::; 2-n(I(Xl,X2;Y3)+I(Y2;Xl,Y3IX2)-6(e))
=: Tn(h-6(e)).
(11)
If lb-i has k Is, then by (10) and (11)
b
P (Aj (m,lj-i,lj)) :::; 2-n(kh+(b-i-k)I2-(b-i)6(e)).
j=2

II

Therefore
b
P (Aj(m,lj_l,lj))
lb j=2
b
=
P (Aj(m,lj-i,lj))
lb lb-l j=2

L II

k=O

� (b � 1) 2-n(kh+(b-i-k)(h-R2)-(b-i)6(e))
L k=O
:::; L � (b � 1) 2-n«b-i)(min{h, h-R2}-6(e)))

=

lb

<

-

lb k=O
2nR22b-i ·2-n«b-i)(min{h, I2-R2}-6(e))),

which

tends

if R
<
Finally, by
and letting
we have shown the achievability of any
to

zero

as

n

--->

00,

bbi(min{h, 12 - R2} - 8(E)) - iR2.
eliminating R2 > 1(Y2;Y21X2) + 8(E')
b --->
rat� R

00,

o

<
min{1(Xi;Y2,Y3IX2),1(Xi,X2;Y3) 1(Y2;Y2IXi,X2,Y3)} - 8'(E). This concludes the proof

of Theorem 1 for the special case of the relay channel.

b

Xlb(m)
hb(lbI1b-l),lb
X2b(lb-l)
m

IV. EXAMPLES
A. A Simple Line Network

As mentioned before, the noisy network coding lower bound
on the single-source capacity (6) is tighter than the previous
compress-forward lower bound (4). The following example
highlights the performance improvement.
Consider a noiseless DM-MMN with N = 4, V = {4},
where Y2 = Xl, Y3 = X2, Y4 = X3 are all binary; that is,
one bit can be noiselessly routed from node 1 to 2 to 3 to
4. Consider the single-source setup (R2 = R3 = R4 = 0).
Trivially the capacity C = 1. By taking Y N = Y N and the
uniform input pmf, the noisy network coding lower bound
achieves the capacity. On the other hand, it can be readily
checked by simple algebra that an achievable rate R in the
bound (4) satisfies

R:::; 1(Xi;Y2,Y3,Y41X2,X3):::; 1(Xi;Y31X2,X3)

=

o.

Therefore, no positive rate is achievable. One performance
limitation of the traditional compress-forward coding scheme
is due to the fact that the receiver is required to decode the
compression index of Y2 correctly, even though the goal is to
decode the intended message only. Note that for this particular
example, the hybrid coding scheme in [15, Theorem 3] does
not achieve any positive rate.
B.

L L II
:::; L � (b � 1) 2n(b-i-k)R22-n(kh+(b-i-k)h-(b-i)6(e))
lb

b-1

Xl,b-l(m)
h,b-l(lb-llh-2),lb-l
X2,b-l(lb-2)

Semideterministic Networks

A DM-MMN is said to be semideterministic if the channel
output symbol Yk = fkd(Xi,...,XN,Yd) at node k is a
deterministic function of input symbols (Xl,...,XN) and the
output symbol Yd at a destination for all k E [1 : N] and
d E V. For this class of networks, the noisy network coding
inner bound can be simplified by taking Y N = Y N as follows:

R(S) < 1(X(S);Y (SC)IX(SC), Q)
(12)
for all cutsets S. This rate region is of the same form as the

cutset outer bound except that the input distribution is chosen
from the set of product input distributions. Hence, for the
semideterministic DM-MMN for which the cutset bound is
attained by product input distributions, both bounds are tight.
We consider examples to illustrate applications of (12).
Example 1 (Noiseless networks): Consider a noiseless
DM-MMN modeled by a weighted directed graph
9 = (N, E, C), where N = [1 : N] is the set of
nodes, E � [1 : N] x [1 : N] is the set of edges, and
C = { Cjk E lR.+ : (j, k) E E} is the set of weights. Each
edge represents a noiseless communication link with capacity
Cjk . Then, a noiseless DM-MMN with destination nodes
V is a special case of the semideterministic DM-MMN
with Yk = {X jk : (j, k) E E}, k E [1 : N]. Each link

(j, k)

E £ carries an input symbol Xjk E Xjk with link
capacity Cjk = log IXjkl. By taking the uniform pmf on all
input symbols m (12), the inner bound coincides with the
cutset bound
R(S) :::; C(S)

(13)

for all cutsets S, where C(S) = L(j,k Et: :jES,kESC Cjk is the
)
cut capacity from S to SC. This recovers previously known
results by Ahlswede et al. [1] and Dana et al. [4].
Example 2 (Deterministic networks): A DM-MMN is said
to be deterministic if Yk = fk(XI, ...,X ), k E [1 : Nj.
N
Then (12) can be further simplified to
(14)
for all cutsets S, which generalizes (I) by Avestimehr et al. [6].
For linear finite field networks Yk = Lf=1 GjkXj, k E [1 :
N], where the channel gains Gjk and inputs Xj take values
from GF(q), (14) characterizes the capacity region.
We now consider a deterministic DM-MMN p(yNIxN,s)
with state, where Yk = h(XN,S) for all k E [1 : Nj is a
deterministic function of (XN ,S) and S is a discrete memo
ryless (i.i.d.) random state that models fading, erasure, inter
ference, or more generally channel uncertainties. Suppose the
destination nodes have access to the state sequence sn strictly
i
causally, i.e., the encoders are given by xki(mk,s -I,Yk-I),
I
i E [1 : nj for k ED, and xki(mk,Yk ), i E [1 : nj for
,
...
,
m
k (j. D, and the decoders are (m Id
Nd)(md,Yd' sn) for
dED. Then, (12) reduces to
(15)
which is of the same form as the cutset bound except being
evaluated for product pmfs instead of joint pmfs.
Example 3 (Erasure networks): Consider the erasure net
work in which the channel output at node k E [1 : Nj is
Yk = {}jk : j E [1 : N]} where }jk = c if the input signal
is erased, and }jk = Xj , otherwise. Since Yk is a function
of the channel inputs XN and the state, the erasure network
is a special case of the deterministic DM-MMN with state.
Suppose each destination node has complete access to the
erasure pattern of the network. By taking the uniform pmf
on all input symbols and Q = 0, (15) becomes
R(S)

<

L log IXjl(l - P{}jk

jES

= c

for all k ESC}),

which coincides with the cutset bound, recovering the result
by Dana et al. [4].
A similar example can be provided for linear finite-field
networks with state, which generalizes the previous result by
Smith and Vishwanath [7]; see [20] for details.
C.

Gaussian Networks

Consider the additive white Gaussian noise MMN in which
the channel outputs are given by yN = GXN + ZN, where
G EjRNxN is the channel gain matrix and ZN is a vector of
independent white Gaussian noise processes with zero mean
and unit variance. We assume average power constraint P on

each sender, i.e., L�=I E (x�i(mk' y�-I ) ) :::; nP for all k E
[1 : Nj and mk E [1 : 2nRk j. For each cutset S � [1 :
Nj, define a channel gain matrix G(S) such that Y(SC) =
G(S)X(S)+G'(S)X(SC)+Z(SC). Now it can be shown [20]
that the noisy network coding inner bound yields
R(S)

<

� log II + � G(S)G(Sf 1- I�I.

Compared to the cutset bound
R(S)

:::; � log II + � G(S)G(S)T I + I�CIIOg(2ISI).

the inner bound is within (N/2) log(4N) bits of the capacity
region (for each rate Rk ), regardless of the channel gain and
power constraint. This generalizes the result of Avestimehr et
al. [6] to multiple sources with a slightly better factor.
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